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Disentangling the heterogeneity of autism spectrum disorder
through genetic findings

Shafali S. Jeste and
Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior, 760 Westwood Plaza, Suite 68-237, Los
Angeles, CA 90064, USA

Daniel H. Geschwind
Gonda Research Building, Room 2506, 695 Charles E. Young Drive South, University of
California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA

Abstract

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) represents a heterogeneous group of disorders, which presents a

substantial challenge to diagnosis and treatment. Over the past decade, considerable progress has

been made in the identification of genetic risk factors for ASD that define specific mechanisms

and pathways underlying the associated behavioural deficits. In this Review, we discuss how some

of the latest advances in the genetics of ASD have facilitated parsing of the phenotypic

heterogeneity of this disorder. We argue that only through such advances will we begin to define

endophenotypes that can benefit from targeted, hypothesis-driven treatments. We review the latest

technologies used to identify and characterize the genetics underlying ASD and then consider

three themes—single-gene disorders, the gender bias in ASD, and the genetics of neurological

comorbidities—that highlight ways in which we can use genetics to define the many phenotypes

within the autism spectrum. We also present current clinical guidelines for genetic testing in ASD

and their implications for prognosis and treatment.

Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) represents a heterogeneous group of neurodevelopmental

disorders that are characterized by a clinical dyad of impaired social–communication

function and the presence of a restricted, repetitive pattern of behaviour or interests.1 Within

the autism spectrum exists tremendous phenotypic heterogeneity in adaptive function,

cognitive and language abilities, and neurological comorbidities, leading some researchers

to refer to these various disorders as ‘the autisms’.2 For example, despite similar

presentations at the time of diagnosis, approximately 30% of children with ASD remain
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nonverbal into adulthood,3 whereas 30% demonstrate a reasonably normal verbal IQ, with

primary deficits in language pragmatics.4 Over the past decade, research in ASD has focused

on understanding the biological basis for this clinical variability, and has made considerable

breakthroughs in the identification of genetic risk factors that define specific mechanisms

and pathways underlying the behavioural deficits in the disorder.

Somewhat lagging behind advances in genetics has been our ability to characterize the

specific phenotypes associated with these risk genes. Thus far, the association between

genes, brain and behaviour in ASD has mostly occurred in a unidirectional manner, with

identification of specific risk genes facilitating characterization of common pathways and

phenotypes. We argue, however, that detection of behavioural and biological

endophenotypes, particularly those that precede ASD diagnosis, could eventually facilitate

identification of common genetic syndromes (Figure 1). Ultimately, as discussed in this

article, insights gained from genotype–phenotype correlations can greatly inform prognosis

and treatment targets.

One consequence of more complete genetic information that is tied to phenotype data could

be the development of genetic classifiers for diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment

stratification, as has been implemented in the management of some forms of cancer.5 Given

the genetic heterogeneity of ASD, sample sizes in current studies are unlikely to permit

development of widely generalizable classifiers, and caution is warranted to avoid

misinterpretation of results.6 However, we expect that owing to the strong genetic

component of ASD, development of genetic classifiers to identify specific groups of high-

risk individuals will be possible once sufficient sample sizes are studied.

Advances in genetic methods

The heritability of ASD has been recognized from the earliest twin studies,7 but only more

recently has the term ‘idiopathic autism’ potentially been rendered obsolete through

technological advances in genetic methods. This is because contributory mutations in more

than 20% of individuals with ASD have been identified, and several hundred major

mutations are predicted.8,9 Initially, the standard test in children comprised karyotyping

alone, which could only identify abnormalities larger than about 3–5 million base pairs,

which are visible under a light microscope. Over the past decade, chromosomal microarray

analysis (CMA) technology has facilitated investigation of chromosomal deletions and

duplications with much greater resolution, defining an important role for smaller

chromosomal structural variation in human disease.10

Any structural chromosomal variation that causes deviation from the control copy number,

either through duplications or deletions that are larger than 1 kb, is considered a copy

number variant (CNV). CNVs can be inherited or sporadic (de novo), with the latter type of

mutation considered more likely to be pathogenic. The two types of CMA technologies that

are most widely used are array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) and single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, both of which permit high-resolution molecular

analysis of chromosome copy number. The SNP array performs SNP genotyping in addition
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to detecting gene dose and has the advantage, therefore, of being able to detect specific

inheritance patterns, such as uniparental disomy, which cannot be detected by aCGH.11

Use of high-resolution, high-throughput technologies such as SNP arrays or next-generation

(NextGen) sequencing has led to a greater understanding of the role of both common

polymorphisms, which have a small effect on ASD susceptibility, and rare genetic variation,

which has a larger effect on the development of ASD.12 Currently, few common

polymorphisms have been reproducibly identified. NextGen sequencing of the exome has

expanded our appreciation of the contribution of rare genetic variation to ASD.8,9,13 Exome

or genome sequencing moves genetic analysis of patients to the level of the single base pair,

expanding testing beyond individual or small groups of related genes, such as those usually

detected by CMA. Exome sequencing has proven promising for identification of genetic

conditions that are not clinically evident and for identification of partial loss of gene

function in ASD.14

The combination of CMA and exome sequencing has identified dozens of putative ASD risk

genes and revealed a previously unappreciated role for rare, de novo mutations in ASD

susceptibility. 10–20% of individuals with ASD have de novo mutations that are identifiable

using current genetic testing; this high yield means that CMA and exome sequencing are

appropriate clinical tests for ASD. In fact, methods are being developed for assessing copy

number using exome sequencing methods, which will allow clinicians to proceed straight to

exome sequencing as part of the diagnostic work-up. Notwithstanding our ability to detect

genetic mutations in about 20% of cases, none of the mutations individually accounts for

more than 1% of ASD cases—a pattern consistent with extreme genetic heterogeneity

among cases. Parsing ASD genetic risk and implicated genes have been recently reviewed15

and are not the focus of this article.

Insights from single-gene disorders

Several Mendelian disorders— including fragile X syndrome, neurofibromatosis, Rett

syndrome and tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC)—confer a high risk of social–

communication deficits. Such single-gene disorders provide an important opportunity to

investigate specific molecular mechanisms underlying aberrant neurodevelopment through

use of mouse models and, in turn, to identify treatment targets to modify development.

TSC is an autosomal dominant disorder that serves as a model disorder for such translational

investigations. It is characterized by benign tumours (hamartomas) in most organ systems,

including the brain. The genes that are mutated in TSC, TSC1 and TSC2, encode hamartin

and tuberin, respectively, which regulate the mTORC1 protein complex. mTOR is involved

in a molecular pathway that is crucial for protein synthesis, cell growth and axon

formation.16,17 Inactivation of TSC1 or TSC2 upregulates this mTORC1 pathway, resulting

in an increase in protein synthesis, aberrant axon formation, and tumour growth.

Children with TSC have a wide range of neurodevelopmental disabilities, including ASD in

up to 50%, and mild to profound cognitive impairment in 45%.18,19 Early neuropathological

and imaging studies investigating the pathogenesis of ASD in TSC focused on the location

and burden of cortical tubers. Most regions of the brain, including temporal, frontal and
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occipital cortex, as well as the cerebellum, were found to be involved.20–23 Increasing

evidence from TSC heterozygous mouse models, however, has suggested that TSC

pathology exists outside of the tubers themselves, in the form of disorganized axonal tracts,

increased axonal growth, abnormal myelination, and aberrant synapse formation.17,24,25

These findings have facilitated the transition from a model based on tuber localization to one

that implicates aberrant connectivity in ASD–TSC. Using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to

quantify white matter integrity, including organization and robustness of white matter tracts,

abnormalities in TSC have been reported in so-called normal-appearing white matter on

traditional MRI, in regions including the corpus callosum, internal capsule and cerebellum.

Several studies have also demonstrated correlations between white matter pathology and

severity of ASD symptoms in patients with TSC.26–29 The fact that no one single brain

region has been implicated in the development of ASD in TSC suggests that, even in a

single-gene disorder, neuro-biological hetero geneity exists that can be reflected in subtle

individual differences in phenotype.

Cognitive and social deficits occur in mouse models of TSC. Specifically, TSC1+/− mice

show impaired hippocampal learning and atypical social behaviour, whereas TSC2+/− mice

have impairments in spatial learning and contextual discrimination.30,31 Moreover, mice

with heterozygous and homozygous loss of TSC1 localized to the cerebellum show

abnormal social interaction, as well as repetitive behaviours and vocalizations.32 These

phenotypes provide the first strong evidence that pure cerebellar dysfunction can have a

profound impact on social behaviour.

The findings in mouse models also provide quantifiable outcomes for molecularly driven

therapeutic trials. In the past 5 years, on the basis of the known mechanisms of mTOR

pathway regulation by TSC1 and TSC2, mTOR inhibitors have been studied extensively in

mouse models of TSC. These studies have revealed that mTOR inhibitors can reverse the

cognitive and social impairments described above in mouse models after surprisingly short

courses of treatment.30

The promising findings in mouse models have inspired the investigation of mTOR

inhibitors, such as rapamycin, in patients with TSC. In 2010, everolimus received FDA

approval for treatment of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma in children with TSC, and

other studies have reported efficacy of mTOR inhibitors for non-neurological manifestations

of the disorder, particularly renal angiomyolipomas.33,34 Now, with safety profiles

established, several international studies are investigating the use of mTOR inhibitors for

neurocognitive deficits in children with TSC.35 The main challenges to successful treatment

with mTOR inhibitors lie in the adverse effects of immunosuppressants and potential

restrictions to treatment of infants or young children with TSC. A question faced by

investigators is whether treating children in late childhood will improve cognitive and social

deficits that have been present since early infancy, and that have affected subsequent

learning and further neurodevelopment.

Several other Mendelian disorders associated with ASD have recently been targeted in

mechanism-based treatment trials.36–40 For example, in fragile X syndrome, absence of the

fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) leads to enhanced glutamatergic signalling via
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the metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5), causing defects in synaptic plasticity.

Several preclinical studies have investigated the effectiveness of mGluR5 antagonists to

improve neurological and behavioural deficits of fragile X syndrome.41 Such work

represents an important effort in successfully applying mechanism-based treatments targeted

at specific patients’ genetic aetiology in a genetically homogeneous population of children at

high risk for ASD. Additionally, these populations provide a crucial opportunity to

investigate early risk markers and developmental trajectories in infancy, before diagnosis of

ASD, as many Mendelian disorders are diagnosed in utero.

The model of translating known genetic and biological mechanisms to the development of

informed treatments has been applied to several genes identified through genetic association

studies. For example, CNTNAP2 variants have been identified as risk factors for ASD and

related neurodevelopmental disorders, with a specific association with aberrant language

development.42,43 Neuroimaging during an implicit language-learning task demonstrated

immature neuronal network connectivity patterns as well as differential frontostriatal

activity as a function of CNTNAP2 genotype,44 and neuropathological studies showed

increased expression of the gene in frontostriatal circuits.45 CNTNAP2-mutant mouse

models recapitulate the phenotype in humans both behaviourally and neuropathologically.46

Treatment of these mice with risperidone—a partial dopamine antagonist that is FDA-

approved for reducing irritability in ASD—reverses their repetitive behaviours but not their

social deficits. This response suggests not only specificity in the action of risperidone, but

also CNTNAP2-dependent specificity in the response to ASD treatment.46 We suggest that

this mouse model could be used pre-clinically to screen drugs that might ameliorate social

deficits in ASD. The overall goal in patients would be to use genetics to inform the choice of

pharmacotherapy and identify predictors of treatment response.

Insights from gender bias

Like many childhood neuropsychiatric disorders, ASD has a strong male bias, with reported

male:female ratios ranging from 1.33:1 to 15.7:1.47,48 Although overall autism severity does

not seem to be associated with gender,49,50 clear evidence exists of gender differences in

presentation, particularly in the presence of comorbid features. Specifically, males have

more externalizing symptoms such as aggression, stereotypies and hyperactivity, whereas

females have more internalizing symptoms of mood disorders, such as anxiety and

depression.51–55 Additionally, females with ASD tend to show greater cognitive impairment,

with the male:female ratio being close to 1:1 in severely intellectually disabled

populations.56

These findings beg the question of whether gender differences in the ASD phenotype are

driven by differences in biological mechanisms, or by diagnostic biases that result from the

patient’s disease profile at presentation.57 ASD diagnosis is not treated as a quantitative

continuum, but rather a categorical trait.1 This factor might interact substantially with

differences in male and female behaviour and cognitive styles, as opposed to cognitive

ability. For example, given that the behaviours of girls with ASD are typically less

disruptive and overt, one could speculate that only girls with more-severe impairment are

brought to diagnostic attention. Awareness of these differences in presentation is crucial for
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clinical management, both in screening for specific comorbidities and in therapeutically

targeting the more debilitating symptoms.

Some researchers argue that regardless of whether a gender bias exists in diagnosis, certain

sex-specific biological mechanisms do play a part in the gender gap found in ASD.58 The

most compelling theory, based on existing evidence, is the female-protective effect (FPE),

which suggests that specific factors protect females from developing ASD and, as a

consequence, that females have a higher threshold for reaching clinical impairment. Support

for this hypothesis was provided by studies demonstrating a greater ASD-related genetic

load in females with ASD than in males with ASD, and in clinically unaffected female

relatives (compared with unaffected male relatives) of individuals with ASD.59,60

A compelling case for the FPE was provided by a study that characterized autistic traits and

comorbidities in a large sample of dizygotic twins through use of the Childhood Autism

Spectrum Test and the Autism—Tics, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and other

Comorbidities inventory. The researchers found that siblings of female probands had higher

autism symptom scores than the siblings of male probands.61 Another large-scale study of

siblings found similar differences specific to the domain of repetitive behaviours.51 A

related contention supporting the FPE is that in the setting of comparable genetic risk, males

are more likely to meet clinical criteria for ASD than are females. In individuals with a

microdeletion of SHANK1, rigorous assessment using standard methodologies revealed that

males more often met clinical criteria for ASD, whereas females with the same mutation

showed evidence of anxiety, but not ASD.62

The mechanism underlying the FPE is probably based on two factors: genes found on the

sex chromosomes, and sex hormones. Although ASD is not X-linked, it has been suggested

that either the Y chromosome is a risk factor or a second X chromosome is protective, as

supported by an increased rate of ASD in Turner syndrome (XO) and 47,XYY

syndrome.63,64 With regard to sex hormones, tremendous interest has been shown in the role

of testosterone in early brain development in children with ASD. Several studies have found

correlations between fetal testosterone levels and the presence or severity of systematizing

traits, social impairments and reduced empathy, and adults with ASD have increased levels

of testosterone metabolites compared with unaffected individuals.65 An important area for

future study lies in designing measures that are more gender-specific in order to elucidate

the effect of gender-specific factors not only on diagnosis, but also on treatment approaches

and response. To date, no hypothesis-driven treatment studies have specifically targeted

females with ASD.

Insights from comorbidity risk factors

Neurological comorbidities—namely motor impairment, sleep disturbances and epilepsy—

are common in ASD and contribute to the severity of core deficits, non-neurological

comorbidities, and impairments to adaptive function.66 Although somewhat challenging to

characterize, motor impairments in ASD include delayed motor milestones, apraxia,

hypotonia, and malcoordination.67–70 The prevalence of insomnia in ASD ranges from 53%

to 78%,71 with a clear association between sleep impairment and behavioural
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disturbances.72,73 Finally, epilepsy occurs in 5–46% of children with ASD, with

epileptiform abnormalities found in up to 60%.74 Genetic risk factors for each of these

comorbidities continue to be identified (Box 1), which has important clinical implications

with regard to screening for and treating these clinical factors.

Box 1

Genetics and ASD neurological comorbidities

Phenotype–genotype correlations in ASD are in the early stages. However, specific

mutations have been associated with certain major clinical neurological phenotypes—

namely, epilepsy, motor impairment, and sleep disturbance.

Epilepsy

• Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC1 and TSC2)

• Rett syndrome (MECP2)

• CNTNAP2

• SYN1

• Fragile X syndrome

• 1q21.1 deletion

• 7q11.23 duplication

• 15q11.1–q13.3 duplication

• 16p11.2 deletion

• 18q12.1 duplication

• 22q11.2 deletion

• Phelan–McDermid syndrome (SHANK3, 22q.13.3 deletion)

• Angelman syndrome (UBE3A)

Motor impairment

• Rett syndrome: hypotonia, severe stereotypies

• Phelan–McDermid syndrome (SHANK3, 22q.13.3 deletion): hypotonia

• AUTS2: motor delay

• Fox1 (A2BP1): motor asymmetry

• NRXN1 deletion: hypotonia

• 2q23.1 deletion and duplication: hypotonia and motor delay

• 15q11.1–q13.3 duplication: hypotonia

Sleep disturbance

• Rett syndrome
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• Smith–Magenis syndrome

• Phelan–McDermid syndrome (SHANK3, 22q.13.3 deletion)

• 1q21.1 deletion

• 15q11.1–q13.3 duplication

• 18q12.1 deletion

Abbreviation: ASD, autism spectrum disorder.

Here, we focus on the genetics of epilepsy and ASD, as knowledge of the genetic

underpinnings of this association has provided insight into common neural mechanisms that

underlie the disorders, and has important implications for prognosis and screening. Several

genetic syndromes—including TSC, Rett syndrome and fragile X syndrome—as well as

mutations such as those in the neurexin family (CNTNAP2), are characterized by a high rate

of ASD and epilepsy. A possible reason for such a large phenotypic overlap could be that

both ASD and epilepsy represent disorders of synaptic plasticity, with mechanisms that

result in an imbalance of excitation and inhibition.75 ASD and epilepsy could represent

symptoms of a common process of aberrant neurodevelopment, but the relationship between

the two disorders is probably more dynamic, with seizures further injuring a vulnerable

neural system, thereby facilitating the developmental of aberrant cognitive and social

development. Emerging evidence suggests that seizures in childhood alter brain

development at the cellular and molecular level through excitatory and inhibitory neuro-

transmitter systems (γ-aminobutyric acid and glutamate, respectively), neuronal membrane

integrity, and neuromodulatory pathways such as cAMP, all of which affect synaptic

plasticity, long-term potentiation, and memory formation (Figure 2).76,77

The effects of epilepsy on brain development support the need for studies to investigate the

effect of epilepsy prevention on developmental outcomes in syndromes that confer a high

risk of epilepsy and ASD, such as TSC. In the only published study of prophylactic

antiepileptic therapy in TSC, vigabatrin was given to infants with TSC, with one group

receiving the medication preventatively, before the onset of seizures, and the other

therapeutically, after the onset of seizures. Limitations of this open-label study included the

lack of randomization, discrepant sample sizes, and nonstandardized recruitment methods.

The preliminary results nevertheless showed that not only epilepsy severity, but also the rate

of intellectual disability, was reduced in the group receiving preventative treatment

compared with the group receiving therapeutic vigabatrin.78

Early identification of genetic mutations that place children with ASD at higher risk of

epilepsy also has tremendous implications for prognosis. A large cross-sectional study of

5,815 children with ASD found that epilepsy was associated with older age (peak prevalence

at age 10 years), lower cognitive, adaptive, and language abilities, and greater autism

severity.79 As clinical genetic testing (discussed below) precedes the onset of epilepsy in

most children, clinicians can justify the recommendation of more-intensive services—for

example, those targeting adaptive skills or language development—in children with

epilepsy-associated genetic mutations. No formal guidelines have yet been developed for
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EEG monitoring of these high-risk children, but working groups of clinical experts are

currently trying to standardize assessments and evaluations of these children. With growing

understanding of the specific comorbidities associated with individual CNVs, over time

CNV-specific monitoring and treatment guidelines will be established.

Future studies need to identify the exact developmental and cognitive characteristics

associated with epilepsy in individual genetic syndromes and, conversely, to identify more-

specific characteristics of the interictal EEG and of epilepsy subtypes associated with

individual mutations. For example, a large case series of children with the interstitial

duplication 15q11.2–q13 syndrome reported an unusual EEG variant characterized by

excessive beta activity in the absence of epilepsy.80 The sample size was too small to enable

correlations between the EEG and phenotype to be made, but in future such information

could greatly inform more-tailored developmental screening and intervention, as well as the

choice of antiepileptic drugs once a diagnosis has been made.

Recommendations for genetic testing

The evolution in recommendations for clinical genetic testing reflects the scientific advances

made in our understanding of genetic aetiologies of ASD. In 2000, the American Academy

of Neurology (AAN) and Child Neurology Society published guidelines on the screening

and diagnosis of autism, with the consensus that “high-resolution chromosome studies

(karyotype) and DNA analysis for fragile X should be performed in the presence of mental

retardation … or if dysmorphic features are present.”81

The AAN has not updated these guidelines, but in 2008 and 2013 the American College of

Medical Genetics (ACMG) published more-current recommendations.82,83 As ‘first-tier’

testing, all children with ASD should undergo investigation through CMA, involving either

aCGH or SNP arrays. ‘Second-tier’ testing should include: testing for fragile X in all males;

MECP2 sequencing in all females and in males if the clinical presentation suggests MECP2

involvement; and PTEN sequencing in all children with macrocephaly. Notably, metabolic

or mitochondrial studies are not indicated unless a child has multiple signs of these

disorders, such as anaemia, gastrointestinal dysfunction, cyclic vomiting, lactic acido sis,

microcephaly, or seizures. Family history, physical examination, or dysmorphology can

inform further studies on an individual basis. All children with a diagnosis of ASD,

therefore, should undergo CMA testing, with further testing being contingent on gender,

family history, and clinical features. We expect that clinical exome sequencing (CES),

which is nearing the same cost as CMA, will supplant CMA testing within the next 2 years

(Figure 3). At our institution, CES is already performed in children with a wide range of

developmental disabilities (S. Nelson, personal communication).

After testing, genetic counselling of the family is of crucial importance. Parents often ask

about the clinical utility of genetic testing and about the likelihood of occurrence of ASD in

siblings. The ACMG estimates that the total diagnostic yield (percentage of children in

whom a test will yield positive, clinically relevant information) of performing the above

recommended genetic testing in children with ASD is 40%. This yield is markedly higher

than that of any other study—including EEG, neuroimaging and metabolic profiling—that
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can be performed in children with ASD in the absence of a clear a priori clinical concern

(for example, a history of epilepsy, or results of focal neurological examination) that would

direct the clinician to a specific test. The diagnostic yield of CES remains to be determined,

but is estimated at an additional 15–25%.12 Furthermore, as discussed above, the

identification of risk genes has led to greater understanding of more-specific phenotypes.

The clinical characteristics associated with particular CNVs—such as the high incidence of

hypotonia and epilepsy in children with 15q11.2 duplications, or the high rate of intellectual

disability in children with 16p11.2 deletions—greatly informs screening during

development, prognostication and treatment.

A particularly important question for parents is related to the risk of ASD in siblings of

affected individuals: what is the risk of my next child having autism? This risk varies

considerably, depending at least partially on family composition. Multiple affected siblings

and female probands also increase the risk that the next child will have ASD.84 For example,

a mother with two boys with ASD has a 32% risk of the next male child being autistic,

whereas in a family with only one male autistic child, the risk that the next female child will

have ASD is close to 10%.84 A population-based Danish study in twins reported that the risk

of a second child having ASD is approximately 6% on average, which suggests that even

prospective studies of infant siblings might suffer from ascertainment bias.85 So, although

these general population figures can help families understand the risk of ASD in future

offspring, the wide risk ranges limit the value of such information to an individual family.

We expect that knowing the precise form of the genetic factors will substantially improve

this type of prognostication.

Conclusion and future directions

In this Review, we have highlighted important themes that emerge from the field of autism

genetics. After a diagnosis of ASD has been made, the primary goal from a clinical

standpoint is to maximize a child’s potential for cognitive and functional gains. The rapid

advances in genetics have facilitated an understanding of developmental trajectories,

comorbidities and biological mechanisms underlying the deficits in ASD which, in turn, will

open the door to the development of more mechanism-based, phenotype-specific treatments

for these children. Population-level genetic screening tied to well-curated, longitudinal

phenotype data will be necessary to gain a more complete understanding of genotype–

phenotype relationships and realize this promise.
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Key points

• Over the past 5 years, researchers have identified many genetic factors that

increase the risk of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and that might shed light

on more-homogeneous subgroups within the spectrum

• The most robustly identified genetic risks for ASD are rare mutations with large

effect; studies have been underpowered to detect common genetic variation

• The role of rare genetic variants supports the relevance of studying monogenic

disorders, such as tuberous sclerosis complex, for understanding ASD

pathophysiology

• The most parsimonious explanation for the male predominance in ASD involves

the presence of protective factors that reduce the risk of ASD in females

• Many genetic mutations associated with ASD also confer high risk of

comorbidities including epilepsy, motor impairment and sleep disturbance

• Genetic testing including chromosomal microarray analysis is warranted and

clinically indicated for all suspected cases of ASD
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Review criteria

Literature searches were performed in PubMed using the search terms “autism,” “autism

spectrum disorder”, “pervasive developmental disorders,” “genetics”, “copy number

variation”, “exome sequencing”, “clinical guidelines”, “practice parameters”, “single

gene disorders”, “tuberous sclerosis complex”, “CNTNAP2”, “gender bias”, “epilepsy”,

“sleep impairment”, “insomnia”, “motor delay”, “motor impairment”, “neurology” and

“neurological comorbidities” from January 1990 to August 2013, with a focus on papers

published in the past 2–3 years. We searched the reference lists of retrieved papers to

identify additional articles. Only full-text manuscripts written in English were

considered.
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Figure 1.
From genes to brain to behaviour—a conceptual framework. The key notion is that genes

contribute to behaviour and cognition in ASD via their effects on brain structure and

development. Abbreviation: ASD, autism spectrum disorder.
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Figure 2.
Proposed mechanism underlying the relationship between epilepsy and ASD. The

comorbidity of ASD with other neurodevelopmental disorders, such as epilepsy, can be

conceptualized in two main ways. In pathway 1, a genetic variant or mutation causes

aberrant brain development or function, leading to seizures, which in turn impair early

cognitive and social development. In pathway 2, ASD and epilepsy represent two sequelae

of a common process, starting from a genetic variant or mutation that leads to aberrant brain

development. These scenarios are not mutually exclusive. Abbreviation: ASD, autism

spectrum disorder.
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Figure 3.
Recommendations for clinical genetic testing in children with ASD. Genetic screening in

autism should be undertaken in stepwise fashion to integrate clinical history with state-of-

the-art testing in the most efficient manner. In all children with ASD, chromosomal

microarray analysis should be conducted, as well as detailed family history and clinical

examination for signs of known or cryptic genetic syndromes. At this stage, other testing can

recommended depending on other phenotypic features, such as the sex of the child or

presence of macrocephaly. Genetic counselling is a key component of any clinical genetic

analyses. Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorder; HC, head circumference.
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